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3h of SILVERSTONE
Blancpain GT Series Endurance Cup



Silverstone Circuit is a motor racing circuit in England next to the 
Northamptonshire villages of Silverstone and Whittlebury. The circuit 

straddles the Northamptonshire and Buckinghamshire border, 
with the current main circuit entry on the Buckinghamshire 
side. The Northamptonshire towns of Towcester (5 miles) and 
Brackley (7 miles) and Buckinghamshire town of Buckingham 
(6 miles) are close by, and the nearest large towns are 
Northampton and Milton Keynes.

Silverstone is the current home of the British Grand Prix, 
which it first hosted in 1948. The 1950 British Grand Prix 

at Silverstone was the first race in the newly created 
World Championship of Drivers The race rotated between 

Silverstone, Aintree and Brands Hatch from 1955 to 1986, 
but relocated permanently to Silverstone in 1987. The circuit 

also hosts the British round of the MotoGP series.
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THIRD CONSECUTIVE PODIUM FOR ORANGE 1 FFF RACING IN BLANCPAIN GT!

The cars proved competitive since free practice, which started on Thursday, and qualified well, with the #519 
(Keen-Perera-Venturini) taking P3 on the grid, the #563 (Caldarelli-Lind-Mapelli) in P5 and the #555 ente-
red in the Silver Cup (Beretta-Menchaca-Proto) in P20. 
The race, marred with incidents since the very start, saw both #519 and #563 fighting at the very top 
throughout the 3 Hours. At a given time, they even ran first and second. Unfortunately, the #519 made 
its first pit stop shortly before a full yellow course started, losing its advantage. After the second chan-
ge, car #519, with Venturini at the wheel, fought fiercely for victory, eventually crossing the line just 
2 seconds behind the winner. Car #563 also was involved in a close final duel, which included a 
contact, crossing the line in P6. The results allow both Caldarelli-Lind-Mapelli and ORANGE 1 FFF 
Racing to take the lead in the Drivers’ and Teams’ overall standings of the Endurance Cup. 
 Car #555 was victim of an incredible accident, when it was running 3rdin the Silver Cup: exi-
ting the pits and keeping the correct line, Proto was clipped by another car and sent into the 
wall. Despite the very severe crash, the American luckily escaped unhurt.

ORANGE 1 FFF Racing continues its 
striking form in its maiden season in the 

Blancpain GT Series: at Silverstone, for the 
second round of the Endurance Cup, the 

Chinese squad took second with the #519 
Lamborghini Huracan GT3 Evo driven by 

Lamborghini Factory Drivers Phil Keen, 
Franck Perera and Giovanni Venturini. It is 

the third consecutive podium and with a 
third different line-up on the Lamborghini 

Squadra Corse cars in three races. After 
the podiums at Monza (Endurance Cup) 

and Brands Hatch (GT World Challenge 
Europe), the team was confident arriving 

at Silverstone, another legendary track and 
a circuit suiting well the qualities of the 

Huracan. 



ORANGE 1 FFF RACING CONTINUES ITS STRIKING FORM IN ITS MAIDEN SEASON IN 
THE BLANCPAIN GT SERIES: AT SILVERSTONE THE SQUAD TOOK SECOND WITH 

THE #519 LAMBORGHINI HURACAN GT3 EVO!      -endurance-info.com

PROUD OF OUR ORANGE1 RACING FFF RACING TEAM BY ACM LAMBORGHINI 
FACTORY DRIVERS. YOU FOUGHT LIKE LIONS! P2 FOR #519 AT THE END OF A 
DRAMATIC BLANCPAIN GT SERIES SERIES 3 HOURS RACE AT SILVERSTONE.

-Lamborghini Squadra Corse
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silverstone



ARMANDO DONAZZAN - ORANGE1 PRESIDENT
This race was special. The start was a real fight between the 

Lambos in the front! Was incredible see all our cars in front with 
so much aggressivity on each corner and going so fast on straight 

and keep the same gap until the yellow flag. The team did an 
amazing job for all the weekend and the drivers are special, they 

never gave up! The pressure to keep the position in front was 
really high and the last our with Giovanni was massive! I’m very 

proud of the whole team and I want to thank again FFF Racing 
Team and Lamborghini squadra corse to make us dream since 

the start of the Championship, we are passion!

FU SONGYANG - TEAM OWNER
“It is almost unbelievable to take a third consecutive podium in 

three races in the world’s top series for GT3 cars. On top of that, 
we achieved this today at Silverstone and we are leading in both 

standings of the Endurance Cup. It’s an amazing achievement 
for a young team like ours and I am very proud of the excellent 

work done by everybody. We still have to improve and acquire 
experience, but I can’t be happier of how we started this exciting 

project”.

PHIL KEEN - DRIVER #519
“The whole team did a really good job. We had a 

great qualifying, putting the car in P3, then got 
a good start and managed to stay out of trouble. 

The Blancpain GT Series is probably the toughest 
GT3 championship in the world, so leading a 

race and finishing P2 as a new team, and in the 
second race together, is a great achievement.”

GIOVANNI VENTURINI - DRIVER #519
It was a tough weekend and race. I struggled a lot with 

rear tires especially from the mid of my Stint. I started 
the last hour of the race with old tires while Rigon 

was with new, for that reason in the first Laps he was 
so fast. I gave my 110% to keep him behind but I did 

just a little mistake in the last corner and he was able 
to take this little space to pass me. After that I tried to 

manage the tires to bring at home this fantastic result 
after a disappointing Round of Monza. I want to thank 

everybody, first of all the entire Lamborghini Squadra 
Corse and FFF Racing team for the support during the 

weekend and our sponsors Orange1 and Pertamina

FRANCK PERERA - DRIVER #519
I’ve started the race with a big start, trying to lead, it 

was really important to be behind  Engelhart. At the 
beginning I was really  fast but at the end of the stint it 

was difficult for me with the tyres, I’ve just tried to really 
keep with the guys. Lind was a bit faster than me, so 

this is why I decided to let me pass because the race is 
long and was important to keep the position in front. 

Phil also did a really good job and Giovanni keep with 
the fight until the end. It’s very good because for us 

was a very difficult week, so it’s amazing now a result 
like this, for the Team for Orange1 and Lamborghini.



CONGRATS TO ALL THE TEAM & DRIVERS FOR THIS 
INCREDIBLE WEEKEND IN SILVERSTONE!
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